EDI/eForm document overview

The following documents provide information regarding EDI/eForm edit requirements.

Element requirement table

This table provides base information about data element numbers (DNs) required for each maintenance type code (MTC), as well as in-depth information on 02 Change exceptions, Mandatory/Conditional edits and Benefit Segment edits.

The following tabs are included in this document:

- Instructions
- IAIABC Change Log
  - Contains any document updates made by the International Association of Industrial Accident Boards and Commissions (IAIABC)
- Jurisdiction Change Log
  - Contains any document updates made by DLI
- FROI Element Requirements
- FROI 02 Exceptions
- FROI Conditional Requirements
- SROI Element Requirements
- SROI 02 Exceptions
- SROI Conditional Requirements
- Event Benefit Segment Requirements
- Event Benefit Conditional Requirements

Edit matrix

This table provides information about Valid Values for EDI DNs, Match Data Requirements, Sequencing and additional Population Restrictions.

The following tabs are included in this document:

- Instructions
- IAIABC Change Log
  - Contains any document updates made by IAIABC
- Jurisdiction Change Log
  - Contains any document updates made by DLI
- DN-Error Messages
- Valid Value Table
The Sequencing and MN Sequencing tabs are meant to be used in conjunction with each other. Although the MN Sequencing tab may show a scenario as valid, any conditions on the Sequencing tab must also be met. For example, an RB transaction may be submitted following an 04 transaction, but there must be a previously accepted IP.

**Event table**

This table provides guidance for when information should be sent to DLI via EDI/eForm.

The following tabs are included in the document:

- Instructions
- IAIABC Change Log
  - Contains any document updates made by IAIABC
- Jurisdiction Change Log
  - Contains any document updates made by DLI
- Form to MTC Crosswalk
- FROI
- SROI
- Periodic

**Minnesota implementation guide**

This document provides all DN edit requirements, as well as additional information about service of forms, supplemental webforms and general electronic data interchange (EDI) rules and guidelines.

**EDI claims containing forms returned by Minnesota guidelines**

This document outlines documents that are generated by Work Comp Campus as a result of an accepted EDI/eForm submission.

**Documents sent by the claim administrator guidelines**

This document outlines documents that may be sent to DLI via XML attachment.